Abstract: The measurement of pressure at a contact in a machine part is important because contact stresses frequently lead to failure by seizure, wear or fatigue. While the interface might appear smooth on a macroscale, it consists of regions of asperity contact and air gaps on a microscale. The reflection of an ultrasonic pulse at such a rough contact can be used to give information about the contact conditions. The more conformal the contact, the smaller is the proportion of an incident wave amplitude that will be reflected. In this paper, this phenomenon has been used to produce maps of contact pressure at machine element interfaces. An ultrasonic pulse is generated and reflected at the interface, to be received by the same piezoelectric transducer. The transducer is scanned across the interface and a map of reflected ultrasound (a c-scan) is recorded. The proportion of the wave reflected can be used to determine the stiffness of the interface. Stiffness correlates qualitatively with contact pressure, but unfortunately there is no unique relationship. In this work, two approaches have been used to obtain contact pressure: firstly by using an independent calibration experiment, and secondly by using experimental observations that stiffness and pressure are linearly related. The approach has been used in three example cases: a series of press fitted joints, a wheel/rail contact and a bolted joint.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of machine components under loading is an integral part of engineering design. It results in a mechanical contact and associated stress distribution, which may be an initiation point for failure modes such as fatigue, fretting or wear. Frequently, contact stresses are of high magnitude and occur over small regions. This means they are difficult to measure and also difficult to model by, for example, finite element methods.
It is possible to use pressure-sensitive films or microtransducers to sense local contact pressure changes. However, these typically have a low spatial resolution and alter interface properties. Surface roughness plays an important part in contact mechanics, and such a film will alter the contact and associated pressure distribution.
The theoretical prediction of contact stresses in machine components is also problematic. There are only analytical models for smooth surfaces of regular geometry in elastic contact. Finite and boundary element methods tend to be used where these assumptions are not valid. However, models require very fine meshing in the contact region, and the current state of computing power still cannot incorporate surface roughness effects.
In this study, the reflection of ultrasound is used to investigate how real engineering components contact. It is a non-intrusive technique preserving the mechanics of the contact. The concept is simple-an acoustic wave bounces back from an incomplete interface. The higher the contact load, the more conformal will be the contact and hence more of the wave will be transmitted. However, there are many practical aspects concerning the analysis of reflected signals, the determination of contact pressure and how the method can be applied to machine components.
Reflection of ultrasound from an interface
When an ultrasonic wave is focused on a boundary between two perfectly bonded materials, some of it is reflected back. The reflection coefficient, R, the proportion of the signal amplitude reflected from the interface, is given by Tattersall [1] as
where z is the acoustic impedance (the product of density and wave speed through the material), and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the material above and below the interface respectively. If a wave is travelling through a metal and is incident at an air interface, virtually all the signal will be reflected back. This is due to the low impedance of the air relative to the metal.
Reflection of ultrasound from a rough surface contact and interfacial stiffness
In reality, real surfaces are not smooth and consist of randomly shaped asperities. Two surfaces pressed together will contact at asperity tips and trap tiny pockets of air, as shown in Fig. 1 . When the ultrasonic pulse strikes the interface, it will pass through regions of asperity contact and be reflected back at air gaps. If the incident ultrasonic wavelength is of similar magnitude to the air gaps, scattering occurs. Alternatively, when the wavelength is long in comparison with the gaps, the interface as a whole behaves as a reflector. Kendall and Tabor [2] investigated this case and found reflection to be governed by the spring behaviour of the interface. The reflection coefficient can be defined in terms of the interfacial stiffness, K, as
where ! is the angular frequency of the wave ð! ¼ 2pf Þ. The property interfacial stiffness originates from the spring model of contacting surfaces. The stiffness K (expressed per unit area) is defined as the change in nominal contact pressure required to cause unit approach of the mean lines of the surfaces [3] .
Application of the spring model
Drinkwater et al. [4] assessed the applicability of the spring model to ultrasonic reflection data from a series of rough surface interfaces of varying stiffness. They demonstrated that the spring model may be applied to reflection data from typical machined surfaces up to ultrasonic frequencies of $30 MHz. At higher frequencies, the wavelength approaches the size of asperity contacts and scattering occurs. They also found that, as R tends to zero or unity, the spring model becomes unstable, showing a deviation from frequency independence within the stiffness data.
This spring model approach can therefore be used to determine the stiffness of a contact. Contact stiffness alone is a useful parameter as it defines the dynamic response of the machine element. A contact stiffness map will also qualitatively indicate regions of high and low conformity (and hence pressure). However, contact pressure and hence stress is more useful to the component designer. The analytical determination of contact pressure from stiffness measurements is not uniquely defined because stiffness is a function of the number and size of asperity contact regions as well as their proximity. Some kind of rough surface contact model is required to provide this link [5] . However, experiments have shown that at low pressure the relationship between contact pressure and interfacial stiffness may be approximated as linear [4] . Furthermore, calibration methods have been used to find the pressure-stiffness relationship that is subsequently applied to the measured data [4, 6] .
ULTRASONIC SCANNING APPARATUS
The ultrasonic equipment consists of an ultrasonic transducer, an oscilloscope and an ultrasonic pulser-receiver (UPR). A schematic of the equipment set-up is shown in Fig. 2 . In this work a 10 MHz central frequency focusing transducer was used. It emits useful energy in the frequency band 4-14 MHz, and has a concave lens to focus the generated sound waves. Water is required as a couplant between the probe and specimen as ultrasound is rapidly scattered in air. The transducer operates in 'pulse-echo' mode, receiving the reflected pulse back from the interface. Once received, the pulse is amplified and stored on a digital oscilloscope. The amplitude of the reflected voltage signal is downloaded from the oscilloscope to the PC.
Reflection coefficient and interfacial stiffness calculation
The measured reflected signal has a lower amplitude than the emitted pulse for two reasons:
1. At the interface, some of the incident signal is transmitted. 2. Attention occurs in the material bulk.
The reflection coefficient is the fraction of ultrasound incident at the interface that is reflected from it, and is (2)]. To find this quantity, a reference signal is used which separates ultrasonic attenuation from interface transmission. The reference signal is the amplitude of the reflected voltage from a point of no contact, since all ultrasound is reflected from a solid-air boundary. It is determined by either finding a point of no contact on the interface, or by removing the opposing specimen. The reflection coefficient is calculated by dividing the reflected voltage from the contact by the reference value.
The reflection coefficient is then converted to an interfacial stiffness using equation (2) from the spring model. In applying equation (2), the centre frequency of the ultrasonic probe is used, as the reflected signal amplitude occurs at this value. For the 10 MHz probe used in these experiments the centre frequency is 8.8 MHz.
Calibration for contact pressure
An appropriate calibration is performed to relate contact pressure to interfacial stiffness for the rough surface pair. A simple schematic of the calibration rig is shown in Fig. 3 .
The calibration specimens shown are made from the same material and to the same surface roughness as the contacting components for which the calibration is required. They are pressed together at a series of known loads, and single-point ultrasonic reflection measurements are made. As the interface between them is flat and of known geometry, the contact pressure at a given load can be determined. A reference trace is taken with the lower specimen absent. The reflection coefficient and interfacial stiffness [using equation (2)] can then be calculated at each contact pressure, and a calibration curve plotted.
A second calibration procedure can also be used if the total loading of the interface is known in the experiment. It is an experimental observation [4] that, over small pressure ranges, contact pressure and interfacial stiffness may be assumed to be proportional:
where m is a constant. Both sides of equation (3) may be summed over the nominal area of contact of the specimens:
where dx and dy are the dimensions of the unit cells over which stiffness is measured. The summation of pressure over the nominal area of contact is the total load applied to the interface, and is known. The summation of interfacial stiffness over the contact may be determined using the stiffness map constructed from the reflected voltage scan data. The constant m may then be determined in equation (4), giving the relationship between interfacial stiffness and contact pressure for the interface. 
APPLICATION TO THREE MACHINE ELEMENT CONTACTS
The approach described above has been applied to three different engineering applications. In each case an ultrasonic transducer has been scanned across the loaded interface and the reflection determined. This has been used to create stiffness maps. These have been converted to pressure distributions by means of a calibration curve.
Interference fit interface pressure
The interference fit specimens were manufactured from EN24 steel (see Fig. 4 ). The components were lathe finished to R a ¼ 1:5 mm. A hole was drilled into the shaft as a reference point for the ultrasonic signal. Its use is explained later. The specimen interference fits examined in this series of experiments are shown in Table 1 . Dimensions of shafts and sleeves are given as well as interferences. Specimens were assembled using press fitting and shrink fitting techniques. Press fitting was performed unlubricated on a 60 tonne industrial press, while shrink fitting was achieved by cooling the shaft in liquid nitrogen until it could be dropped into the sleeve. The 0.025, 0.05 and 0.075 mm fits are identical apart from the magnitude of their interference. Similarly, the two 0.03 mm interference specimens have identical radial geometry. The 0.03 mm shrink fit was of reduced length compared with its pressed counterpart owing to mechanical issues when shrink fitting with liquid nitrogen. It was found that, if the sleeve were any longer, the shaft would expand and seize during assembly.
Scanning of the interface
The interference fit specimens were mounted on a Vblock within a modified c-scanning tank and immersed in water. A PC interfaces the ultrasonic equipment and scanning tank. Line scans were taken around the interface at 108 intervals, with ultrasonic readings made every quarter of a millimetre. Figure 5 shows the interface scanning, with the 10 MHz probe positioned to focus ultrasound on the interface. When scanning, temporal averaging was used to reduce noise on the reflected voltage signal recorded from the interface. The level of averaging at which noise was suppressed was determined by a pretest on the specimens.
A reference scan was taken for each interference fit specimen. This involved scanning the sleeve before the shaft was inserted, which gave a solid-air interface, meeting the requirement for reflection coefficient calculation. Radial symmetry was found when taking the reference traces; a single reference line could therefore be used for each specimen. Figure 6a shows the reference for the 0.025 mm fit, with the loss in signal strength at the edge explained by Fig. 6b . As shown, close to the edge of the sleeve, some of the ultrasonic signal strength is lost. The reference hole in the shaft was used to check that the reference had not changed once the fit had been assembled. A calibration experiment was performed to relate interfacial stiffness to contact pressure for the interface. The calibration specimens used were constructed of the same EN24 steel and by the same machining processes as the interference fit specimens. The calibration experiment gave the points shown in Fig. 7 , approximated to the linear relationship p ¼ 60:14K.
Interface pressure maps
Contact pressure maps for the interface of each interference fit were constructed using the reflected voltage data. Figure 8 shows the contact pressure map for the 0.025 mm fit. Only a single map is shown, as the general trends observed were the same for all the specimens.
As shown, the contact pressure along the length of the interface was not constant. However, as may be expected, there was a high degree of radial symmetry. The contact pressure rose to a maximum near the edges of the interface and showed continuous variation about a mean value in the inverted plateau away from the edge effects. In some of the specimens, anomalies were observed in the interface pressure map. Inspection of the reflected ultrasonic signal at these points showed that the anomaly was likely to be attributable to surface damage. Upon disassembly of the specimens, this was indeed found to be the case [7] .
The contact pressures recorded for the specimens can be compared with the Lame´theory for interference fits (see, for example, reference [8] ). The theory neglects stress concentration effects, or otherwise, at the edges of an interference fit. In essence, the theoretical solution is only applicable to an interference fit of infinite length. The interference fits used in this series of experiments all had finite length. Therefore, for quantitative comparison with theory, the average pressure for the interference fits within the described inverted plateau was used. Figure 9 compares the average pressure of the interference fits with theory; as shown, there is good correlation.
The Lame´theory predicts a uniform contact pressure distribution at the interface. This is not consistent with the measured pressure maps of the interference fit specimens. Figure 10 shows line scans from the 0.025, 0.05 and 0.075 mm interference fit specimens. As shown, the contact pressure along the interface is not constant. Even if the edge effects are disregarded, variation in pressure is still observed within the inverted plateau. This is attributable to the roughness variation on the specimen surfaces at the interface rather than noise effects. This conclusion can be drawn since the change in reflected pulse, indicating pressure variation, is a magnitude higher than the noise level on the signal with averaging in operation. Figure 10 also clearly shows the observed increase in contact pressure at the edges of the interface. For most of the specimens the pressure was seen gradually to rise and then fall. Checks on the signal and inspection of the specimens showed that the reduced reflection was indeed due to an increased contact. While it may seem reasonable for the pressure to rise at the edges of the fit, especially when stress concentration factors are considered, the subsequent decrease is less easy to comprehend. Upon investigation it was found that the deburring method in the manufacturing process left a slight internal chamfer on the sleeve, which caused the observed reduction. It was also found that the degree of chamfering greatly influenced both the magnitude and duration of the edge effect. 
Investigation of a wheel-rail contact
Both railway track and wheel durability, along with their vibrational response, depend on the size and stress distribution within the contact. There are currently no experimental methods for determining these, and emphasis is placed on numerical models of the contact. Sample sections cut from wheel and rail components have been used to evaluate the contact pressure using the ultrasonic reflection based method.
Specimen geometry and loading
Sample wheel and rail specimens were cut from an actual wheel and rail. Care was taken when preparing the specimens not to damage the surface geometry or finish; this ensured the mechanical contact between the two was preserved for the experiment. Figure 11 shows the loaded wheel and rail specimens being scanned. The 10 MHz transducer is mounted in a water bath, and so positioned to focus the ultrasonic signal on the interface between the pieces of wheel and rail. In this series of experiments the reference trace was taken from an area to the side of the contact. The wheel-rail specimens were normally loaded in the range 20-80 kN; this is typical of the loading these specimens would expect during use [9] . Figure 12 shows the contact pressure maps of the wheelrail contact at 20, 40, 60 and 80 kN. They were generated using the reflected voltage data from the scans along with the calibration procedure previously outlined. Also marked in the figure is the predicted Hertzian contact patch for the two specimens (see reference [10] for calculation).
Contact pressure distribution
As shown, there is good geometric correlation between the measured and predicted data. It should be noted that, although both the wheel and rail specimens were unused, some roughening had occurred, causing the observed fragmentation of the contact when compared with the Hertz solution. Owing to the reduced contact area attributable to wear, the maximum pressure in the contact is also higher than that predicted by theory (see Table 2 ). A check can be made on the validity of the calibration procedure. The wheel and rail specimens were loaded together hydraulically and scanned at a series of known loads. The interface loading was then determined by means of summing the pressure over the area of the contact patch using equation (4) . For a given scan these two values should be the same. Figure 13 shows the comparison for all the loads at which interface scanning was performed on the specimens. As shown, the correlation is good between the two methods for determining total load, validating the calibration procedure
Load distribution in a bolted joint
In designing bolted joints, an important consideration is the effective area of the contact pressure in the joint. Joint member stiffness calculations (see, for example, Fig. 11 Scanning of the wheel-rail contact Fig. 12 Wheel-rail contact pressure maps reference [11] ) use a pressure-cone approach to determine the spread. Figure 14 shows the cone geometry (shaded) using a half-apex angle, .
In order to provide a study of the contact pressure in a bolted joint, a simple specimen consisting of a plate bolted to a base was manufactured from EN24 steel (see Fig. 15a ). The bolt was tightened and the interface scanned using ultrasound (as shown in Fig. 15b ). Scans were carried out at a series of different torques.
A reflection coefficient scan is shown in Fig. 16 at a torque of 50 N m. In the present work the overall spread of the clamping zone is investigated by means of determining a half-apex angle. Thus, information at the edge of the bolt hole is not required, and it should be noted that edge effect calibration has not been carried out. As can be seen, the contact pressure distribution is non-symmetrical. The darker bands that can be seen on the plot indicate that the peak pressure occurs away from the edge of the bolt hole, as a lower reflection coefficient indicates higher pressure. Figure 17 shows a line scan taken on the section line marked A-A in Fig. 16 . Here, the reflection coefficient data have been converted to interfacial stiffness. Using these data, the spread of the contact may be determined by the pressure-cone approach. The specimen geometry and interface scan were used to calculate the half-apex angle as defined in Fig. 14. A value of 418 was estimated from this plot. The results observed in the reflection coefficient map at this torque were consistent with those seen at all the different torques at which scanning was performed. It was also seen that, while the intensity of the contact increased with applied torque, the overall spread of the distribution remained unchanged, with the angle determined using the pressure-cone approach being constant. The value that was calculated here may be compared with those determined in previous studies (Table 3) .
It should be noted that a number of drawbacks exist in the work of Ito et al. [13] . The measurements were taken at discrete points, so no overall picture of the contact pressure could be obtained; data had to be extrapolated near the bolt hole, and it was impossible to determine low contact pressures accurately. With the extrapolation used, the peak pressure occurred at the edge of the bolt hole. This is shown not to be the case in this study, and also by the finite element work of Ziada [17] which showed that peak pressure occurred as a ring under the edge of the bolt head.
Qualitative measurements showed that the contact pressure distribution varied considerably with the plate material, the surface finish of the joint surfaces and to some extent the plate thickness [17] . It was also shown that values could be as high as 708. Clearly, there is no satisfactory means to determine values, and a quantitative method for assessing how varies with material properties and joint geometry is required. This investigation of bolted joints is still at an early stage, with future experimental work aiming to expand further on this topic.
DISCUSSION
The work described has shown a procedure whereby measurement of ultrasonic c-scans at an interface can be used to determine contact pressure at the interface. This provides a useful method for studying engineering contacts that has not been available before. There are a number of technological issues associated with the method that make it unsuitable for use on some types of machine element contact. These issues are reviewed here.
Transducer coupling and scanning
Firstly, the transducer must be coupled to the material through which it is looking. Deionized water is commonly used for this function as the air bubbles present in normal water scatter the ultrasonic signal. This requires either immersion of the specimen or construction of a water bath around the scanning area. It is not feasible to use a transducer mounted directly onto the component back face coupled with a standard gel-couplant. When the transducer is moved to a new location during the scan, the thin couplant layer is not repeatable. The incident [12] Elasticity 258 4 4 338 Ito et al. [13] Single-point ultrasonic measurement $ 708
Fernlund [14] Elasticity ¼ 458 Shibahara and Oda [15] Elasticity ¼ 458 Mitsunaga [16] Elasticity ¼ 458 Fig. 16 Reflection coefficient scan for a bolted joint specimen signal amplitude thus varies. It is difficult to separate the variance reflection caused by this change in incident signal from the required change in the reflected signal. It is possible to use other liquid couplants, or perhaps transducers that transmit ultrasound through air [18] , but these are still at an early stage of development. However, it is important that liquid does not penetrate into the interface being measured; a liquid at the interface increases the acoustic transmission and would need to be considered in the analysis to determine the contact pressure from the reflection coefficient. Another difficulty associated with the scanning technique is that the incident wave must strike the interface normally. This work was performed on a scanning tank with two-axis automation, thus limiting the work to interfaces perpendicular to the transducer, with constant material thickness between the top surface of the specimen and interface. Using a three-axis scanning tank with automated transducer rotation may alleviate such difficulties. However, such a system would increase both complexity and cost significantly.
As previously shown, a reference trace is required to employ this technique. This can prove a problem when scanning specimens without an area out of contact, or that cannot be readily disassembled.
Spatial resolution and edge effects
The spatial resolution of the technique is limited by the frequency of the ultrasound used. Typically, a 10 MHz transducer can be focused to a spot diameter of $0.6 mm. An improved resolution is obtainable by using higher frequencies, but these higher frequencies tend to be attenuated to a greater extent. Measuring at frequencies of around 50 MHz is feasible; this results in a best spatial resolution of $0.1 mm. The finite spot size can lead to a blurring of the measurement, as part of the reflected signal comes from either side of the point under examination. This can prove to be a particular problem for small contacts with rapidly changing pressure profiles. In this work, all the contacts are relatively large with comparatively low pressure gradients, and hence the effects of the spot size are negligible. It is possible to deconvolve results to take account of the finite spot size [19] . However, inherent numerical inaccuracies tend to preclude this approach from all but geometrically simple contacts. Furthermore, care must be taken when scanning near the edge of a specimen. The associated signal loss must be accounted for by the reference, to avoid misinterpretation of the results at these points.
Materials either side of the interface
Clearly, for the method to work, the materials either side of the joint (or at least on one side) must be penetrable by ultrasound. However, all materials attenuate to some degree. High hysteresis materials (some rubbers) and materials with a high degree of porosity (some sintered or cast materials) may cause a problem. Using a low frequency of ultrasound can alleviate the problem, although this will then reduce spatial resolution. It is also important to consider the acoustic mismatch between the materials either side of the interface. Equation (2) shows that the reflection is a function of both the stiffness, K, and the difference in acoustic impedances, z 1 ÿ z 2 . If the latter is high, then it can dominate the reflection changes due to stiffness variation. Essentially, the range of measurement is 0 < R < 1 for like materials; however, for dissimilar materials the range is reduced to ðz 1 ÿ z 2 Þ=ðz 1 þ z 2 Þ < R < 1. Experience has shown that the method works well for any kind of metal combination. However, for combinations from different material classes, such as rubber on steel, the noise levels become more significant.
CONCLUSION
Ultrasonic reflection from an interface provides a method for determining the conditions at machine element contacts. The approach is based on the fact that surfaces are rough and will partially reflect a wave of ultrasound. The reflection depends on the stiffness of the interface which can, with the aid of empirical data, be related to contact pressure.
The technique has been applied to three different contact applications. Interface pressure has been measured in a series of press and shrink fits. The pressure maps follow classical elasticity analysis but also show stress concentrations at specimen edges. The contact between a wheel and rail has also been studied. The measured nominal area of contact agrees well with Hertzian predictions, but the presence of surface roughness means that the real area of contact and contact pressure are higher. A bolted joint has also been analysed; the angle of the pressure cone has been determined for maps of the interface pressure.
The spatial resolution of the ultrasonic transducer is an issue when investigating small contacts with rapid pressure changes. In this study such contacts were not probed, with the technique applied to large contacts containing only gradual pressure changes. Deconvolution of measured results is possible, but, because of numerical errors, has only limited applicability. The method is therefore best applied to large contacts, as shown by the examples in this work.
